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ABSTRACT

The response of the Max Planck Institute’s ECHAM3 atmospheric general circulation model to a prescribed
decade-long positive anomaly in sea surface temperatures (SSTs) over the North Atlantic is investigated. Two
10-yr realizations of the anomaly experiment are compared against a 100-yr control run of the model with
seasonally varying climatological SST using a model spatial resolution of T42. In addition to the time-mean
response, particular attention is paid to changes in intraseasonal variability, expressed in terms of North Atlantic–
European weather regimes. The model regimes are quite realistic.

Substantial differences are found in the 700-mb geopotential height field response between the two decadal
realizations. The time-mean response in the first sample decade is characterized by the positive (zonal) phase
of the North Atlantic oscillation (NAO); this response can be identified with changes in the frequency of
occurrence of certain weather regimes by about one standard deviation. (Preliminary results of this numerical
experiment were reported at the Atlantic Climate Variability Workshop held at the Lamont–Doherty Earth
Observatory of Columbia University, Palisades, New York, 24–26 September 1997.) By contrast, the second
SST anomaly decade shows a localized trough centered over the British Isles; it projects less strongly onto the
model’s intrinsic weather regimes. The control run itself exhibits pronounced decade-to-decade variations in the
weather regimes’ frequency of occurrence as well as in its NAO index. The two 10-yr anomaly experiments
are insufficient, in length and number, to identify a robust SST response above this level of intrinsic variability.

1. Introduction

The atmospheric response to North Atlantic sea sur-
face temperature (SST) anomalies is still not well doc-
umented nor clearly understood. In studies of observed
data, significant correlations have been found between
SST and the North Atlantic oscillation (NAO) telecon-
nection pattern (e.g., Wallace et al. 1990). The simul-
taneous character of these correlations suggests large-
scale ocean–atmosphere interaction. Surface wind
anomalies exert a large and well-known influence on
SSTs through evaporation. Ekman transport, and ocean
mixing (e.g., Frankignoul 1985).
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Several general circulation model (GCM) studies
have attempted to determine the effect of North Atlantic
SST anomalies on the atmospheric circulation, but the
results have been ambiguous. Palmer and Sun (1985)
*Institute of Geophysics and Planetary Physics Publi-
cation Number 4996. found an equivalent barotropic
ridge either collocated with or downstream of a warm
SST anomaly, while Peng et al. (1995) report a positive
GCM height response in a perpetual November exper-
iment but a negative height anomaly using perpetual
January conditions. Kushnir and Held (1996) argue for
yet another type of response, a shallow trough down-
stream of a prescribed warm SST anomaly.

The western North Atlantic is a region of vigorous
cyclogenesis, associated with strong surface tempera-
ture gradients. SST anomalies directly affect these ther-
mal gradients, and thus have the potential to influence
the growth of baroclinic eddies and the North Atlantic
storm track. On intraseasonal timescales, changes in the
position and intensity of the latter are known to be in-
timately related to persistent and recurrent large-scale
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FIG. 1. Prescribed sea surface temperature anomaly (8C). Contour
interval is 0.58C.

circulation patterns (Lau 1988; Metz 1991) or weather
regimes (Robertson and Metz 1990; Robertson and Ghil
1999).

These regimes have fixed geographical patterns and
a typical duration of 7–15 days (Dole and Gordon 1983;
Mo and Ghil 1988; Molteni et al. 1990; Vautard 1990;
Cheng and Wallace 1993; Kimoto and Ghil 1993a,b),
and transitions between them are associated with the
nonlinearity of atmospheric dynamics. Pursuing this line
of reasoning, a decadal SST anomaly over the North
Atlantic can be expected to generate a bias in the sta-
tistics of the atmosphere’s intrinsic weather regimes
(Ghil and Childress 1987, section 6.5; Palmer 1993)
rather than a linear response to a prescribed anomalous
thermal source. Observed atmospheric variability over
the North Pacific associated with El Niño has been in-
terpreted in this way (Horel and Mechoso 1988; Kimoto
1989, Fig. 64 there; Robertson and Ghil 1999).

The aim of the present paper is to analyze the response
of an atmospheric GCM to a North Atlantic SST anom-
aly during winter in terms of 1) conventional differences
in time means and 2) changes in the frequency distri-
bution of North Atlantic–European weather regimes
(Rheinhold and Pierrehumbert 1982)—or, more pre-
cisely, large-scale flow regimes (Legras and Ghil
1985)—that the SST anomaly might give rise to. In the
latter case, the question of statistical significance shifts
from the difficult and highly underdetermined multi-
variate problem of assessing the change in response pat-
tern to the potentially more tractable one of assessing
changes in frequency of occurrence for a small number
of regimes. The atmospheric response is thus assumed,
a priori, to be describable in terms of a small set of
(nonorthogonal) patterns, namely, the model’s intrinsic
weather regimes. Should the response project strongly
onto these, we stand to greatly reduce the dimensionality
of the problem and increase the signal-to-noise ratio.
This strategy bears similarities to the ‘‘guess pattern’’
hierarchy proposed by Hasselmann (1979).

Ultra-low-frequency variability due to purely internal
atmospheric processes has been suggested by a number
of authors as an important source of climate variability
(James and James 1989; Lorenz 1990; Held 1993; Mar-
shall and Molteni 1993). A second goal of the present
paper is to quantify the GCM’s intrinsic variability over
the North Atlantic in terms of intraseasonal weather
regimes, constructed from a 100-yr control run of the
model with climatological SSTs prescribed. This intrin-
sic variability is compared with the forced response to
the SST anomalies.

In section 2 we describe the model experiments and
data preparation. Weather regimes are constructed in
section 3 and used to interpret the interdecadal vari-
ability intrinsic to the atmosphere in the control run,
and the forced response to a North Atlantic SST anom-
aly in the two response experiments. Concluding re-
marks follow in section 4.

2. Model experiments and data preparation

In this study we use the ECHAM3 atmospheric GCM
of the Max Planck Institute for Meteorology in Ham-
burg, Germany, with a spatial resolution of T42 (Roeck-
ner et al. 1992; Bengtsson et al. 1996). The model in-
tegrations consist of a 100-yr control run with prescribed
seasonally varying climatological SSTs and two 10-yr
anomaly experiments. The second anomaly experiment
was simply run as a continuation of the first. A positive
SST anomaly derived from observations was added over
the North Atlantic in each anomaly experiment; its
large-scale pattern covers the Gulf Stream extension be-
tween about 308 and 508N (Fig. 1). Meridional SST
gradients peak in this region, which coincides with the
southern flank of the Atlantic storm track.

The anomaly pattern was derived from an empirical
orthogonal function (EOF) analysis of SSTs for indi-
vidual calendar months by Y. Kushnir (1996, personal
communication). The particular EOF chosen dominates
the fall and early winter, and its time series shows a
strong decadal component. The pattern resembles the
quasi-decadal SST fluctuation of Deser and Blackmon
(1993); more precisely, Moron et al. (1998) find such
a pattern as the extreme warm phase of their 7–8-year
oscillation. To enhance the signal-to-noise ratio, the
magnitude of the observed anomaly was multiplied by
5, giving a maximum amplitude of about 128C.

We analyze the model’s 90-day winters of daily 700-
mb heights over the North Atlantic–European sector
(208–608N, 908W–408E), starting on 1 December and
low-pass filtered with a half-power point at 10 days
(Blackmon and Lau 1980). The original height data are
given on the model’s approximately 2.88 latitude by 2.88
longitude Gaussian grid. The control run comprises 99
winters, for a total of 8910 days. To obtain as many
winter days as possible from each 10-yr anomaly ex-
periment, we include January and February of year 1
and December of year 10, minus 9 days in each case
because of the low-pass filtering; this yields a total of
882 days. The boreal winter interval of study is referred
to as December–January–February (DJF).

The mean seasonal cycle of the control run was cal-
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culated, day by day, from the 99 years of low-pass fil-
tered data. This cycle was subtracted at the outset from
both the control and the SST anomaly experiments. Prior
to computing EOFs, the gridpoint data were weighted
by the square root of the cosine of latitude, following
Branstator (1987).

3. Weather regimes

We define weather regimes in terms of local maxima
in the model atmosphere’s probability density function
(PDF), constructed in the subspace of the four leading
EOFs of low-pass filtered 700-mb height maps over the
North Atlantic sector. Bumps in the PDF correspond to
recurrent and persistent height patterns in physical
space. The PDF is obtained from the position of the
8910 maps in the four-dimensional subspace above by
using a kernel density estimator. This estimator provides
a trade-off between smoothness and robustness to sub-
sampling of the PDF, on the one hand, and fidelity to
the data, on the other.

We apply the iterative bump-hunting method em-
ployed by Kimoto and Ghil (1993b, KG hereafter) to
find the local maxima of the PDF so obtained. An an-
gular metric is used, in which length corresponds to
pattern correlation between North Atlantic height fields
in physical space. Since there is no unique or optimal
definition of planetary flow or weather regimes, we rely
on the K-means or dynamical clustering method
(MacQueen 1967) as applied by Michelangeli et al.
(1995, MVL hereafter) to test the robustness of our
bump-hunting results.

a. The control run

The four leading covariance matrix EOFs over the
North Atlantic sector account for 71% of the variance
in the low-pass filtered daily 700-mb height data. Six
regimes were obtained from the 99 winters of the control
run using a smoothing parameter of h 5 408 for the
estimating kernel. Figure 2 displays composite hemi-
spheric maps of low-pass filtered daily 700-mb heights
for the days belonging to each regime; 42% of all days
are classified. Daily maps are assigned to a given cluster
if they have a pattern correlation of 0.82 or greater with
that cluster’s central map; this produced clusters with
negligible overlap.

The patterns are robust when comparing results ob-
tained separately for the first and second half of the
dataset. With a larger smoothing parameter (h 5 508),
one obtains only four regimes (1, 2, 3, and 6), but these
are less robust to dividing the time series into two
halves. Values of h . 508 reduce the number still further,
while the dependence of the number of clusters on h is
small for values of h around 408, hence the choice of
this value as the most robust one. Similar regime com-
posite patterns were obtained using the K-means method
when choosing a priori the method’s number K of clus-

ters as K 5 6: the pattern correlations r between the
PDF regimes and their K-means counterparts are given
in the caption of Fig. 2 and are quite high, ranging from
0.82 to 0.99.

Regimes 1 and 3 appear to correspond to the model’s
NAO and have close counterparts in observed analyses
(cf. Barnston and Livezey 1987; Cheng and Wallace
1993). Regime 1 has more of a NW–SE orientation than
the classic NAO pattern, and Barnston and Livezey
(1987) find this pattern to be more pronounced during
February than in December–January. Regime 2 resem-
bles the east Atlantic pattern of Barnston and Livezey
(1987), while regimes 4 and 5 are similar to Vautard’s
(1990) Atlantic ridge and zonal weather regimes, re-
spectively. Close counterparts of ECHAM3 regimes 1–3
are found in the observed regimes of KG and MVL.

Pattern correlations with the five regimes derived
from an identical bump-hunting analysis of 44 winters
(1951–95) of observed daily 700-mb heights from the
National Centers for Environmental Prediction are 0.72,
0.89, 0.91, 0.77, 0.75, and 0.37 for each regime in Fig.
2, respectively. The control run’s regimes are thus en-
couragingly realistic, given that we are dealing with a
GCM in which no interannual SST variations are in-
cluded.

b. The SST anomaly experiments

We now investigate the extent to which the regimes
of the control run occur in the two 10-yr anomaly ex-
periments—referred to as decades 1 and 2, respectively,
in the following—and how their frequency of occur-
rence differs compared to the model’s intrinsic inter-
decadal variability. Preliminary results for decade 1
were reported by Robertson et al. (1998). The 882 low-
pass filtered daily maps from each anomaly experiment
were projected onto the four leading EOFs of the control
experiment, and we counted the number of days falling
into each of the control run’s regimes. These counts are
plotted in Fig. 3 for anomaly decade 1 (solid triangles)
and decade 2 (inverted triangles). The analogous counts
for each of the 10 control decades are plotted in terms
of their mean (open circles) and standard deviation s
(shown as a two-sided error bar).

In decade 1, three regime-frequency changes are
about 1 s in magnitude, with regime 1 (Greenland cy-
clone) being more prevalent and regimes 3 (Greenland
anticyclone) and 6 occurring less often in the SST anom-
aly experiment. The frequencies of occurrence for re-
gimes 2, 4, and 5 are close to the control experiment’s
corresponding mean frequencies; the likelihood of these
regimes does not seem to be appreciably influenced by
the SST anomaly. The total number of days in the first
SST anomaly experiment that fall within the bump-hunt-
ing clusters of Fig. 2 is 39.7%; this is very close to the
corresponding number of 42.1% that is so classified in
the 99 winters of the control run. It follows that the
control clusters are visited just as often in anomaly de-
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cade 1 as in the control experiment. Very similar results
were found when using the K-means method with K 5
6. In decade 2, there is a tendency toward regime 5
(zonal flow) at the expense of regime 4 (Atlantic ridge),
both with frequency changes of about 1 s. Here 40.6%
of the days fall into the control clusters, even closer to
the percentage so classified in the control run.

The character of the model’s intraseasonal variability
is relatively insensitive to the North Atlantic SST anom-
aly in terms of the total number of days in each anomaly-
response experiment that fall into the control run’s
weather regimes. To estimate possible changes in the
regimes’ spatial structure, the bump-hunting method
was applied to the two anomaly-experiment decades
concatenated together, using the same smoothing pa-
rameter, h 5 408.

Six regimes were found (not shown), in which the
pattern correlations with the control-regime composites
are 0.97 (3), 0.88 (4), 0.79 (1), 0.78 (2), 0.73 (3), and
0.72 (1); the number in brackets denotes the control
regime with which the respective anomaly regime is best
correlated. Thus, anomaly-run regimes 1 and 5 are both
close to control-run regime 3, while anomaly-run re-
gimes 3 and 6 are both close to control-run regime 1,
and no anomaly-run regime is close to either control-
run regime 5 or 6. Although it is difficult to estimate
weather regimes robustly with only 20 winters of data,
the control regimes 1–4 are recovered independently
from the anomaly experiments with pattern correlations
exceeding 0.7.

As a further test of pattern similarity, we have com-
puted (using K-means and the ‘‘classifiability’’ meth-
odology of MVL) the similarity between regime patterns
derived from each decade of the control run in turn and
those of the other control-run decades. The interdecadal
variability in the patterns derived from the control run
was found to be just as large as the difference between
the control run and the SST anomaly experiments.

c. Weighted-mean and overall-mean response

We saw that the control regimes, computed from a
century of GCM results, are specified fairly robustly by
the composite maps in Fig. 2. These composite anom-
alies are defined with respect to the overall mean of the
control experiment. The model atmosphere’s response
to the SST anomaly can thus be characterized—as an
alternative to the simple time-mean response—by each
regime’s mean anomaly, weighted by the ratio of the
frequency of occurrence in the respective response ex-
periment relative to the control experiment; the two fre-
quencies in question are denoted, respectively, by the
solid triangles and open circles in Fig. 3. These regime-
composite responses are illustrated in Fig. 4, while Fig.
5 shows the conventional 700-mb geopotential height
response for each anomaly experiment in terms of the
respective difference in time mean from the control run.

The regime response in decade 1 (Fig. 4a) consists

of relatively more of regime 1 and less of regimes 3
and 6 and resembles quite closely the positive phase of
the classic NAO teleconnection pattern (cf. Hurrell
1995). Over the North Atlantic, the pattern is similar in
amplitude to the difference in time means (Fig. 5a), with
a ratio of 10–20 gpm K21 of SST anomaly, but is much
more localized.

The difference in time means exhibits a hemispheric
pattern with a strong zonally symmetric component. Re-
gions of statistical significance are stippled in Fig. 5 at
the 95% level, according to a two-sided Student’s t-test
of 882-day means. Few grid points are significant at this
level, and the response is apparently more significant
over the Pacific than the Atlantic. The difference in time
means is largely equivalent barotropic in the vertical,
but the trough centered north of Iceland at 700 mb ex-
tends southward to near 408N at sea level (not shown).

The regime-weighted response in decade 2 (Fig. 4b)
is quite different from decade 1: it contains more of
regime 5 and less of regime 4. It consists predominantly
of a 700-mb trough centered over the British Isles, well
downstream of the SST anomaly. The regime-weighted
response is again similar to the overall-mean response
(Fig. 5b), but it is weaker and reaches about 10 gpm
only over the British Isles. The difference in time means
for decade 2 is generally even less significant than for
decade 1, while the pattern in mean sea level pressure
(not shown) is similar, but with the trough centered just
west of Ireland. Neither experiment exhibits a signifi-
cant 700-mb height response over the SST anomaly it-
self.

d. Interdecadal variability of the NAO

The response to a North Atlantic SST anomaly is
NAO-like in decade 1 but nearly in spatial quadrature
with the NAO in decade 2. Indeed, the regime-weighted
responses (Figs. 4a,b) resemble the two leading EOFs
of observed mean sea level pressure over the North
Atlantic sector (not shown). This suggests that each of
the two EOFs points in a direction of phase space pop-
ulated by a particular subset of weather regimes (Mo
and Ghil 1988) and that the initial state of a particular
simulation might lead preferentially in one or the other
of these two directions (Vautard et al. 1990; KG), even
when the model is subjected to lower-boundary forcing
that differs from climatology.

The decadal evolution of a Greenland–Azores NAO
index in the control run is illustrated in Fig. 6, in terms
of 10-yr running means. The noisy nature of the latter
is due to the large interannual standard deviation (61.6
m). The model’s NAO index does undergo interdecadal
excursions, but these only exceed the 90% confidence
level of white noise fluctuations for two out of the run’s
10 decades. The error bars for the 5 and 95 percentiles
in the figure were constructed by repeatedly drawing
random subsets of 10 winters from the 99 winters of
the control run. The power spectrum of the control run’s
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FIG. 2. Weather regimes of the control experiment over the North Atlantic–European sector derived using KG’s bump-hunting
method. Each map is a composite of low-pass filtered 700-mb height anomalies (gpm) on days belonging to that regime; contour
interval is 10 gpm. Shaded region indicates areas significant at the 95% level using a two-tailed Student’s t-test. The regimes
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FIG. 3. Frequency of occurrence of a daily map within each of the
six control (PDF) clusters in decade 1 (solid triangles) and decade 2
(inverted triangles) of the SST anomaly experiment. Open circles and
error bars show the mean frequency of occurrence and 1 s on either
side for the six regimes in the 10 non-overlapping 882-day control
decades.

←

are ranked according to the number of days belonging to each regime, given in brackets. Pattern correlations with regimes derived using
MVL’s K-means method are 0.82, 0.89, 0.99, 0.95, 0.91, and 0.93, respectively.

NAO index (not shown) does not deviate significantly
from a white spectrum. Thus, there is no substantial
excess power in the interdecadal band, in contrast to
that found in the model of James and James (1989).

The triangle and inverted triangle superposed on Fig.
6 denote the ECHAM3 model’s NAO index averaged
over decades 1 and 2, respectively, of our SST anomaly
experiments. The NAO projection of the SST anomaly
response in decade 1 has a slightly higher level of sta-
tistical significance than the regime projections in Fig.
3; this is consistent with the NAO-like regime-com-
posite response in Fig. 4a (see also the discussion of
minimal representation of sectorial PDFs in Smyth et
al. 1999).

4. Concluding remarks

We have shown that a limited sample of two 10-winter
runs is insufficient to identify a robust atmospheric re-
sponse in the ECHAM3 atmospheric GCM to a typical
pattern of North Atlantic decadal SST variability (Deser
and Blackmon 1993; Moron et al. 1998). This is the
case in terms of the time-averaged 700-mb DJF geo-
potential height field, as well as for the statistics of
intraseasonal weather regimes.

The two 10-yr realizations of our SST anomaly ex-
periment were found to yield rather different 700-mb
geopotential height responses: the first projects strongly
onto the NAO pattern, while the second consists of a
trough well downstream of the prescribed SST anomaly.
Neither of these responses was found to be significant
with a high level of statistical confidence, compared to
the model’s intrinsic interdecadal variability in the 100-
yr control run. This negative result is consistent with
the current lack of consensus in the published literature
regarding the atmospheric response to North Atlantic
SST anomalies.

The SST anomaly response in both 10-yr runs was
shown to be associated with changes of about 1 s in
the frequency of occurrence of a subset of the model’s
six intraseasonal weather regimes. Although the 99 win-
ters of the control run were used to construct these re-
gimes, the anomaly runs are too short or too few to
allow us to obtain statistical confidence in these fre-
quency-of-regime occurrence changes.

Our results suggest that the spatiotemporal NAO pat-
tern is made up of two or three distinct weather regimes.
Cheng and Wallace (1993) have pointed out already that
the NAO may be the result of differencing between two
spatially asymmetric weather regimes and similar asym-
metries between ‘‘opposite phases’’ of the Pacific–North
American pattern—as well as indirect transitions via a
third regime between them—have been pointed out by

Mo and Ghil (1988) and KG. The control run itself
shows pronounced interdecadal excursions in the weath-
er regime frequency and the NAO index, but these were
found to be distinguishable only marginally from white
noise.

We have repeated the regime analysis using a hemi-
spheric domain. In this case, four PDF regimes were
obtained, but these did not prove to be robust with re-
spect to details of the method. Two of these hemispheric
regimes (not shown) were found, however, to resemble
opposing polarities of the time-mean SST anomaly re-
sponse in decade 1 shown in Fig. 5a. Projecting this
response onto the two hemispheric regimes analogously
to Fig. 4 yields a statistically significant response at the
95% level. It would thus appear that the GCM does
have a hemispheric mode of variability with a large
degree of zonal symmetry, and that this is preferentially
excited by a North Atlantic SST anomaly during decade
1. Hemispheric regime analyses of observed data by
Cheng and Wallace (1993) and Smyth et al. (1999) sug-
gest that coherent modes of hemispheric variability may
exist in the atmosphere and that they have preferred
sectorial manifestations. Kitoh et al. (1996) and Thomp-
son and Wallace (1998) also present observational ev-
idence of a hemispheric mode in the troposphere that
is related to interannual variations in the stratospheric
polar vortex.

The NAO-like response in the first SST anomaly ex-
periment might be interpreted as the excitation of an
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FIG. 4. Weather regime response to SST anomaly constructed by
weighting the six maps in Fig. 2 by the frequency ratios between
each anomaly decade and the control experiment in Fig. 3: (a) decade
1 and (b) decade 2. Contour interval is 5 gpm.

FIG. 5. Mean DJF 700-mb height response for (a) decade 1 and
(b) decade 2 of the SST anomaly experiment. Shown is the mean of
each 10-winter SST response experiment, minus the mean of the 99-
winter control experiment. Contour interval is 5 gpm. Shaded region
indicates areas significant at the 95% level using a two-tailed Stu-
dent’s t-test.

equivalent barotropic internal mode of possibly hemi-
spheric extent that may, or may not, be influenced by
the underlying SST anomaly. At sea level, the responses
in the two anomaly experiments do resemble each other
better, as they both show a surface trough downstream
of the SST anomaly. This shallow baroclinic low may
represent the only robust feature of the model’s re-
sponse. Some support for this interpretation comes from
the GCM study of Kushnir and Held (1996), who also
found a shallow low situated downstream of a warm
SST anomaly over the North Atlantic, while the equiv-
alent barotropic response was not robust.

Grötzner et al. (1998) have coupled the same
ECHAM3 atmospheric GCM considered here to the
Hamburg ocean primitive-equations model. They find a

17-yr cycle in which a broad positive North Atlantic
SST anomaly, situated slightly farther south than ours,
is associated with an anomaly in the NAO that resembles
the one found here in decade 1. This, together with the
absence of a definite response in our uncoupled study,
suggests that coupled ocean–atmosphere interaction
may play an important role in the atmospheric response
to SST anomalies over the North Atlantic on decadal
timescales.
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FIG. 6. The time evolution of the model’s NAO index, defined as
the difference in 700-mb geopotential height between Greenland
(608–808N, 208–608W) and the Azores (308–458N, 108–608W) Shown
are 10-yr running means of the control experiment (solid line), to-
gether with decade 1 (solid triangle) and decade 2 (inverted triangle)
of the anomaly experiment. The gray horizontal lines denote the 5
and 95 percentiles of the NAO index constructed from 1000 randomly
shuffled samples of 10 winters from the control run.
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